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Faculty	
  Research	
  Directory	
  
	
  

Professor Christopher Gowans’s research
focuses on three areas in moral philosophy:
issues that arise from moral diversity and
conflicts within and across viewpoints;
contemporary normative theories and
accounts of well-being, especially those
rooted in the Aristotelian and Kantian
traditions; and
ancient philosophical/spiritual traditions that
understand and promote the attainment of
well-being as a whole comprising wisdom,
virtue and tranquility--primarily, the
Hellenistic, Buddhist and Daoist
perspectives.
gowans@fordham.edu

Professor	
  Daryl	
  Tress	
  is	
  an	
  Associate	
  
Professor	
  whose	
  concentration	
  is	
  in	
  
Ancient	
  Philosophy.	
  
tress@fordham.edu	
  
	
  
Professor	
  Giorgio	
  Pini's	
  research	
  interest	
  
is	
  in	
  medieval	
  philosophy.	
  Specifically,	
  he	
  
has	
  published	
  on	
  medieval	
  metaphysics,	
  
theory	
  of	
  cognition,	
  and	
  philosophy	
  of	
  
religion.	
  His	
  research	
  focuses	
  on	
  the	
  
thought	
  of	
  John	
  Duns	
  Scotus.	
  	
  
pini@fordham.edu	
  
	
  
Professor	
  Dominic	
  J.	
  Balestra,	
  Professor	
  of	
  
Philosophy,	
  ResearchInterest:	
  	
  Rationality	
  
of	
  and	
  in-‐between	
  science	
  and	
  religion;	
  
Realismand	
  Rationality	
  in	
  20th&21st	
  
century	
  philosophy	
  of	
  science;	
  and	
  Early	
  
modern	
  philosophy	
  especially	
  
philosophical	
  issues	
  arising	
  from	
  the	
  
modern	
  scientific	
  revolution	
  and	
  religion,	
  
Descartes	
  and	
  Spinoza.	
  	
  
	
  
Professor	
  Jennifer	
  Gosetti-‐Ferencei's	
  
research	
  interests	
  include	
  Continental	
  
philosophy,	
  aesthetics,	
  and	
  the	
  
philosophy	
  of	
  literature.	
  Topics	
  of	
  her	
  
books	
  include	
  Heidegger	
  and	
  poetic	
  
language;	
  phenomenology	
  of	
  modern	
  art	
  
and	
  literature;	
  and	
  German	
  modernism.	
  
Her	
  current	
  project	
  is	
  a	
  book	
  about	
  the	
  
imagination	
  in	
  the	
  history	
  of	
  philosophy	
  
and	
  contemporary	
  views	
  of	
  the	
  mind.	
  
Jag126@caa.columbia.edu	
  
	
  
Professor John Drummond’s main areas of
research are phenomenology, value theory,
and ethics. In particular, he works on the
nature of the intentionality found in
cognition, the emotions, evaluation, and
volition, and he attempts to draw ethical
conclusions from the results.
Drummond@fordham.edu
	
  

Professor Judith Jones is interested in
process philosophy (especially
Whiteheadian approaches to metaphysics in
fallibilistic perspective), the status of
'individuals' (human, ontological, or moral),
experiential applications of metaphysical
theory, philosophical implications of
literature, and Harry Potter and Reality.
jujones@fordham.edu
Professor Ballantyne writes mostly on
epistemology. He is working on a book
manuscript that defends skepticism
concerning difficult and disputed questions.
nballantyne@fordham.edu
Father Koterski has research interests in
natural law ethics, religion and culture,
metaphysics, history of medieval
philosophy, contemporary Thomism.
koterski@fordham.edu
Professor Winegar specializes in Kant and
German Idealism, and Early Modern
Philosophy. He also has interests in
Aesthetics, Metaphysics, and Philosophy of
Religion.
bwinegar@fordham.edu
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Professor Haddad specializes in Twentieth
Century French Philosophy and Political
Philosophy. His current research also
focuses on issues in the Philosophy of
Education.
sahaddad@fordham.edu

millerquis@fordham.edu
Professor John Davenport focuses on moral
psychology, including autonomy and
selfhood, existential thought (especially
Kierkegaard), ethical theory and political
philosophy (human rights, democratic
theory, global governance).
davenport@fordham.edu

Professor Christopher Cullen’s research
interests are in medieval philosophy,
especially Augustine, Bonaventure,
Aquinas, and their legacies in
Scholasticism. His recent issues of interest
have been the nature-grace relation, divine
exemplarism, and political thought.
ccullen@fordham.edu

Professor Michael Baur holds a law degree
as well as a Ph.D. in philosophy. His areas
of interest include the philosophy of law,
nineteenth and twentieth century continental
philosophy, metaphysics, pragmatism, and
ethics. His published scholarship has
focused on the work of thinkers such as
Aristotle, Aquinas, Kant, Fichte, Hegel,
Heidegger, Gadamer, Lonergan, Peirce,
Adorno, and Rawls.
mbaur@fordham.edu

Professor Babette Babich works on
hermeneutic phenomenological approaches
to science, technology, gender studies,
politics in philosophy, as well as art and
music. She specializes in the work of
Nietzsche and Heidegger as well as Adorno
and Anders.
babich@fordham.edu
Professor Crina Gschwandtner’s research
focuses on Continental Philosophy of
Religion.
gschwandtner@fordham.edu
Professor Jeff Flynn’s research focuses on
political philosophy and critical social
theory. His current research specifically
focuses on global norms, institutions, and
modes of activism, particularly those
associated with human rights and
humanitarianism. He is also interested in
methodological debates among
Habermasians, Rawlsians, and various other
normative, historical, and critical
approaches.
jeflynn@fordham.edu

	
  

Professor Dana Miller is interested in
ancient epistemology, physics, psychology,
and rhetoric.
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